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A view from the United States
J T Shepherd
PROLOGUE
As I prepared for this auspicious occasion I must confess to having felt somewhat
schizophrenic, torn between the pleasure and privilege and at the same time
grappling with the challenge presented by the organisers, namely, how to prepare
a talk entitled 'A view from the United States' which would have relevance to the
sesquicentennial ofthe Belfast Medical School. I took comfort, however, from the
fact that some wit has said 'Whatever you may say about schizophrenia, it
certainly beats living alone!' Perhaps I may serve the same function as a
graduation speaker, that is, to fill the interval between the academic processional
and the awarding of the degrees. Thus I may provide an interlude between the
excellent overviews of key events and personalities in the history of this school
given by the distinguished speakers ofthe morning session, and the examples, by
the speakers who will follow, of the continuing advances in medicine by its
members. The presence of, and talks by, our colleagues from the Mater and
Ulster Hospitals emphasise again the close links between the Medical School and
its wide range of teaching hospitals embracing those other than the core general
hospitals the Royal Victoria and Belfast City Hospitals. It is the strength ofthese
links that is a prime determinant of the success of any academic medical centre.
In a world divided by competing ideologies and prejudice we in the field of
medicine are fortunate in having in whatever country we travel a common bond in
service to humanity that transcends the many obstacles and impediments which
human foibles continue to place in the way of progress.
The reputations of great medical schools depend, not on quirks and fads in the
medical curriculum or charismatic teachers, but on the contributions that the
faculties make to leadership in medical affairs and advances in medical
knowledge. These contributions encourage ongoing debate on current thinking
and provide a continuous infusion of new ideas for tomorrow's medicine. Also, it
is the national and international recognition of these advances that provides the
graduates of such schools with a degree highly marketable world-wide, and
which contributes importantly to their career opportunities. The talks of the
subsequent speakers will emphasise that Queen's maintains this long tradition of
leadership.
I count myself fortunate to have had the privilege of adventures in medical affairs,
first at this Medical School and then at the Mayo Clinic and Foundation in
Rochester, Minnesota. I am also pleased with the continuing interchange
between these two institutions, and happy to note that 10 current or previous
members of the Faculty of Medicine at Queen's and its associated hospitals are
alumni of the Mayo Graduate School of Medicine.
Properly this sesquicentennial gives all of the alumni of the Queen's Medical
School the opportunity to express our pride in our heritage, and our appreciation
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that the education we received in Belfast indeed served us well as we embarked
on our future careers. My own pride in this heritage is reflected by the fine
coloured lithograph of Queen's College, drawn on stone by J H Connop, which
occupies pride of place in my office.
ODYSSEY
Following my post-doctoral training at the Royal Victoria Hospital I became a
tutor in the Department of Physiology at Queen's. Henry Barcroft, then the
Dunville Professor of Physiology, persuaded me that the time was ripe for great
advances in our knowledge of the cardiovascular system. He also added that
physiologists might soon receive a living wage! The eight years which I spent
in the Department were indeed memorable and the members of staff have
maintained their close ties in the years following, broken only by the untimely and
sudden deathof Bob Whelan, then Vice-Chancellor ofthe UniversityofLiverpool,
on 21 November'1984 while speaking to students during an episode on their
national 'day of action'.
Today's occasion permits each of us, from our different vantage points, to boast a
little of the impact that this School has had on medicine at large. I hope I may be
forgiven if, from my own admittedly limited perspective, I mention briefly major
contributions of members of the Department of Physiology at Queen's to
medicine around the world. First, the founding of three medical schools. David
Greenfield, who succeeded Henry Barcroft in the Dunville Chair, was founder
Dean ofthe Queen's Medical Centre in the University of Nottingham, the first new
medical school in Great Britain in this century (Fig 1). Robert Whelan, when
Professor of Physiology and Pharmacology and Dean of the Faculty of Medicine
at the University of Adelaide, played a large part in the establishment of the new
Flinders University and in particular its medical school, from his position as a
member of its council (Fig 2). And, as a member of the Board of Governors and
Trustees ofthe Mayo Clinic and Foundation, I myself would like to claim a modest
role in the founding of the Mayo Medical School.
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Fig 1. Her Majesty the Queen opening the
Queen's Medical Centre of the University of
Nottingham on 28 July 1977. Professor David
Greenfield, Dean, is in attendance.
:.. _ _ t.~~~~~~~ ~ ~~~~. . .._
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Fig 2. Bob Whelan and his wife Betty, in the
garden of theVice-Chancellor's Lodge, University
ofLiverpool, shortly before hisdeath in November
1-984.
Secondly, our group produced six deans of medical schools; for the Universities
of Adelaide (Whelan), Nottingham (Greenfield), New South Wales (Glover), at
the Mayo Foundation (Shepherd) and two, of course, at Queen's (Roddie and
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Love) with a seventh, Professor Robin Shanks, another of our members, to
succeed Gary Love in August 1986. Furthermore, if my memory and arithmetic
serve me well, of the graduates and Faculty members at large during my time at
Queen's, I can count 20 professors and chairmen of departments in Great Britain,
Northern Ireland, Australia, Canada, Nigeria and the United States, and many
others have been appointed to senior posts since then. These are just some
examples, to which all of you can add many more, which demonstrate the
continuing vitality and contributions of this school to medical advances not only
in these islands but in the far reaches ofthe world. It makes us proud wherever we
are to be introduced as graduates of the Belfast Medical School. (Fig 3).
Fig 3. A reunion in 1982, at the
University of Nottingham Medical
Centre, on the occasion of a scientific
programme given in honour of
Professor David Greenfield in the
year of his retirement from the
Foundation Chair of Physiology.
Right, Henry Barcroft, Dunville
Professor of Physiology at the
Queen's University of Belfast from
1937 to 1948. David Greenfield,
second from left, was Dunville
Professor from 1948 to 1962, and
Ian Roddie, left, is the current
Dunville Professor. The solemn-
looking member of the group is the
author.
THOUGHTS
Let me turn to the second half of my career, before Professor Bridges and
Professor Love get anxious that I am not going to discuss the topic they assigned
to me, namely, the view from the United States. Almost 30 years have passed
since I took up my permanent abode overseas. Once again I have been fortunate:
I arrived inthe United States in 1957, the yearthat the Soviets launched Sputnik1.
This technical feat resulted in abundant funds being made available in the United
States for higher education including large sums to the National Institutes of
Health for support of medical research. President Kennedy challenged us to put a
man on the moon in ten years and bring him back safely. With this abundant
funding, these were indeed challenging and exciting years and I have been
privileged as a member of the Space Science Board of our National Academy of
Sciences, to witness the development of the space programme, and as educator,
researcher and administrator to participate in the progress of biomedical affairs at
large.
While medical events in the United States have little if any relevance to this
sesquicentenary, much may belearned inplanning forthe future froman examin -
ation of the different approaches to health care delivery around the world.
EDUCATION
In 1970 the United States Congress misdiagnosed a maldistribution ofphysicians
asaphysician shortage, and, asaconsequence offederal funding and encourage -
ment, existing schools increased their enrolment and new schools were founded.
The number of medical graduates doubled in a decade, 1970 to 1980, and now,
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like many other countries, we face an overabundance of physicians, despite the
fact thatthe average tuition feesin our state-supported schools are about $4,000
per year, and about $14,000 per year in the private schools with the expense of
one's maintenance in addition. Most students meet these costs through a low-
interest, government-guaranteed student loan fund, so that the average debt of a
student at graduation is now about $35,000- $40,000, a debt which, though
large in current asset terms, is repayable over many years and is not a bad
investment for a long career in the professionally and often materially rewarding
vocation of medicine. Asthis widespread overproduction ofphysicians continues,
the opportunities for graduates, and in particular Belfast graduates, to select their
role in medicine becomes limited not only in their own country but pertinently
also in such countries as Australia, Canada and the United States, where so many
Queen's medical graduates have achieved distinction.
Concerning the medical curriculum, we have had our share of 'eager beavers',
anxious to put into practice their theories in medical education, happy in the
knowledge that there is no way of evaluating whether one system is any better
than another. Professor Roddie has eloquently discussed this in a series of five
articles in the Lancet in 1984 under the heading 'Cliches in medical education'.'
In all of this no doubt laudable enthusiasm to be innovative, we sometimes forget
that a prime purpose of education is to teach us to distinguish those viewpoints
which are based on scientifically verifiable propositions from those which are
based on ill-conceived ideas, misconceptions or bias. In this computer age there
is a tendency to confuse 'data' with 'ideas' and to mistake information for
knowledge.
In the affairs of any medical school, the Dean, like Ahab of old, had to walk
warily. It has been said that the main objective of a dean is to keep the six people
who hate you away from the six who are still undecided! Phillip Rhodes wrote a
paper 'Who would be a Dean? A lighthearted look at the impossibility of the
task'.2 He states that 'the affairs of medical institutions are supposed to be
the subject of democratic debate in which, after listening to the arguments, the
will of the majority will prevail, and those in the minority will acquiesce in what
their wiser brethren have agreed'. He goes on to say: 'How such a belief could
come to be accepted by a group of otherwise intelligent persons is beyond
comprehension'.
I don't know whether the epidemic of the questionnaire has spread to Northern
Ireland. With us it seems that every aspect of present-day life is continuously
scrutinised by teams of economists, social planners, psychologists and statistic-
ians. In my first year as Dean I received 131 questionnaires: apparently the
senders were interested in my views on such diverse topics as the 'Academic
Frustration Syndrome', the hierarchial ambiguity of the dysfunctional status gap
between various members of the health care team, what I thought about deviant
groups of medical school applicants, and my opinion on marital satisfaction as
perceived by the medical student's spouse. Also, in my first few months as
Dean, I received a volume from the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare entitled An empirical classification of United States medical schools by
institutional dimensions.3 I started to read this opus with interest, and I quote:
'Based on the results of the six factor hierarchial cluster analysis, an optimal
solution was sought using the Forgy's non -hierarchial cluster analysis method.
The results of the hierachial clustering were used to give an indication of the
number of clusters which would represent the schools, the schools were selected
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as seedpoint for the non -hierarchial cluster analysis on the hierarchial clusters'.
For those, like myself, unacquainted with the Forgy method, I was reassured
by the next paragraph! 'The Forgy non-hierarchial cluster analysis technique
complements the Ward hierarchial method by optimizing the same criterion, the
sum of the squared distances of the schools from the cluster centroids, but does
not maintain the permanence of cluster membership inherent in the hierarchial
methods'. You can see that this is pretty heady stuff! All this contributes to the
wellknown syndrome 'paralysis by analysis', which has become epidemic in our
society today.
PAYMENT FOR HEALTH CARE
The last five years especially have seen the most dramatic changes in medical
affairs in the United States. For example, as an incentive to increase control and
cut costs of medical care, the Government introduced in 1982 a new system of
payment for health care delivery, the Diagnosis Related Groups or DRGs. Four
hundred and seventy -one categories of disease have been classified and a single
payment to hospitals or medical organisations is provided, based solely on this
classification with no allowance for complications. This system certainly provides
a financial stimulus to keep patients in hospital for the shortest time possible, and
as a consequence many hospital beds are empty.
MALPRACTICE INSURANCE
Lawyers in the United States work on the fee contingency plan - that is, if they
win a suit they take a large proportion of the monies that are awarded, while, if
they lose, the client pays nothing. Their frequently-voiced justification for this
approach, which I believe is unique in the world, is that it permits the under-
privileged members of our society to seek redress. Today we have more lawyers
than doctors and there are more lawyers in the United States than in the rest of
the world put together. About 70 per cent of the money awarded in malpractice
suits goes to the lawyers and the courts and only about 30 per cent to the patient.
As an example of the problem, in 1979 one physician out of 12 was sued for
malpractice, and by 1984 the figure was one in five. Advertising by lawyers is
rife, and a stable of physicians is always available to provide 'expert' evidence on
the plaintiff's behalf. All of this has led to incredible escalation of the cost of
malpractice insurance, particularly in the large cities. Unfortunately, in the final
analysis, it is the patient who pays. There are increasing attempts to remedy this
situation, and it is to be hoped that a reasonable solution will be forthcoming.
Even the lawyers have soaring malpractice insurance rates, and last year
malpractice claims were filed against one out of every 18 United States lawyers:
One attorney has said 'I love suing lawyers, because they make such lousy
witnesses and the jury never believes them'.
RESEARCH
Each three to five years, all biomedical scientists compete on a national basis
for funds awarded through the Nationaf Institutes of Health. This is a healthy
competition and the judgement as to the past research achievements of the
applicants and the merits of the proposed research are, properly, made by peer
review groups. Much, however, has changed from those earlier years when any
worthy project was supported. Competition is keen for available funds and there
is a new cloud onthe horizon. In response tothe large national deficit inthe United
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States, the Congress passed into law last December (1985) what is called the
'balanced budget plan', more accurately the Gramm-Rudman - Hollings bill. The
plan calls for the Congress and the President to agree on a budget which cuts the
previous deficit by one-fifth each year for five years. If agreement is not reached
on which programmes to cut, then automatic cuts take effect. If, in these cuts,
health research has to participate, the cuts could be as much as 14 per cent in
1987 and grow to 20 per cent in 1989, much to the alarm of our investigators.
ROLE OF PHILANTHROPY
While we await the outcome of the Gramm-Rudman Act, all academic health
centres are increasing their efforts to raise money from the private sector for the
support of their research. Success in gaining such support provides institutions
with a much greater degree of flexibility and security in the development of new
programmes. Money is certainly available in the private sector and our tax laws
provide an incentive for those with resources to contribute according to their own
inclination: it is a matter of how to be persuasive in securing it. Al Capone, the
Chicago gangster, is reported to have said that you get more from a kind word
and a gun than from a kind word alone. Fortunately, since philanthropy is
traditional with us, the gun is unnecessary and a low-key approach is usually
successful.
THE FUTURE
In a world of ever-increasing regulations with their demands for conformity, it
becomes more difficult to maintain a proper balance and a freedom of choice to
meet individual, local and national objectives. While bureaucracies everywhere
have their habit oftrying to reduce institutions to acommon mould and to provide
security for mediocrity, there is, I believe, within the democracies boundless
opportunity for new adventures in medicine. Thus, despite the DRGs, despite the
Gramm-Rudman Act, despite the malpractice crisis, optimism prevails and the
future for the health care industry in the United States is both challenging and
exciting. It is anticipated that this will take the same path that other industries
have followed in the past few years, namely towards merger and consolidation. At
present, 300,000 firms deliver medical care. By 1995 it is estimated that 50 per
cent of the population will receive their care from about ten medical care firms,
and nine out of ten of these will be operating for profit. Some cynic has said that
for-profit organisations believe that if they make money they are bound to be
doing good, whereas not-for -profit organisations believe that you are entitled to
waste money for the common good! Each of the academic medical centres must
come to grips with these changes and decide how best to turn them to their
advantage. Teaching hospitals in the United States, not all ofwhich are renowned
for their efficiency, must compete, and compete successfully. Another change in
attitude in the past five years is in advertising. It is now considered appropriate for
academic medical centres to advertise, the prime reason being their need to
compete with the for
-profit operating companies, such as Hospital Corporation of
America, and Humana, who are expending considerable sums on advertising and
are undertaking scientific and technological programmes with the objective of
achieving parity with the academic tertiary care centres. In order to maintain their
revenues from patient care, the academic medical centres must meet this
challenge by competing for patients with these enormous for-profit hospit'1i.
corporations, and at the same time they must obtain large additional research
funds from the National Institutes of Health and from private philanthropy.
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Research programmes are the life-blood of all great medical institutions: those
who fail to advance knowledge will soon find that the medicine which they
practice is that of yesterday and not of tomorrow. We are only on the threshold
of our understanding of the many diseases that afflict mankind - those of the
nervous system, the mental diseases, the myocardiopathies, high blood pressure,
Crohn's disease, just to mention a few. If we are to reduce the costs of medical
care we must spend the funds which are necessary to gain greater understanding
of the causes of the disease, and to replace expensive half-way technologies with
prevention and cure. It is indeed well said that if people complain that research is
expensive, ask them to compare this with the cost of disease. Look at the last few
years and the advances in biotechnology. Human growth hormone and human
insulin have now been cloned, as has the tumour necrosis factor which can break
apart certain tumour cells. Tissue plasminogen -activator, a gene-spliced protein
that dissolves blood clots, offers new hope to the millions with heart disease.
It is the continuing and successful integration of practice, education and research
that creates progress in medicine. There need be no conflict in harmonising the
ever-expanding dimensions of science in medicine with compassion, ethics and
integrity to meet the overall requirements for the care of the individual patient.
Indeed, the examples set by our teachers in this Medical School have taught
us that the art of medicine involves a basic respect for the importance of the
humanities in patient care.
EPILOGUE
The founder of my present institution, William J Mayo, in the closing years of his
life, stated: 'I look through a half-open door into the future, full of interest,
intriguing beyond my power to describe, but with a full understanding that it is for
each generation to solve its own problems'. For those at the start of their medical
careers, I envy them the challenges that lie ahead. Living as I do close to the
Mississippi river, I can quote from Mark Twain: 'Consider well the proportion of
things. It is better to be a young June bug than an old Bird of Paradise'. Those of
us in the autumn years now charge those in the spring to maintain and enhance
the reputation of our alma mater, so that the alumni who assemble for the 200th
anniversary will look with the same pride that we have today, on the great
accomplishments of this, our Medical School. The Belfast Medical School and its
associated hospitals have always responded to challenge, and their unique
standing in the North of Ireland, harnessed to the ability ofthe graduates, provide
the incentives for continued important advances as the School now moves into
the next 50 years.
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